
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



INTRODUCTION
ABOUT DMOON WHALE: 

DMOONWHALE aims to build an independent cryptocurrency Exchange, 

marketplace and wallet for the entertainment industry with the use of DMW. This 

will make it easy for all entertainers to finally partner with DMOONWHALE and 

use our marketplace efficiently, thus enabling seamless defitainment. Also, 

individuals who aim to buy and sell crypto assets or keep their assets safe are 100 

percent safe with DMW. 

 
WHY DMOON WHALE? 

DMOON WHALE is a Decentralised Token on the Binance Smart Chain Bep20, 

creating and providing a smart economy globally to the Entertainment world. 

DMOONWHALE intends to solve and provide solutions by encouraging and helping 

its global users achieving their aims without limitations or interceptions  

 



 

OUR PRODUCTS 
DMOON WHALE intend to solve and provide solutions to the entertainment 

industry by Providing a marketplace for all Artists, Also providing great 

opportunities for upcoming young talented artists Using our marketplace to promote 

and get famous while earning. 

With the use of $DMW as the mode of payment.. 

We aim to provide Defi-tainment to the smart economy, where entertainment lovers 

can get full optimality of their favourite entertainment (Music, Movies and many 

more). 

DMW GAMING: 
DmoonWhale gaming is a decentralized form of gaming which allows players to earn 

more DMW, Also players can own unique in-game assets and sell them for real-

world money to anyone who is interested. In other words, DMW assets can be 

traded, which can then be exchanged for real-world money. 

 

TOKENOMICS: 

NAME: DMOONWHALE 

SYMBOL: DMW 

INITIAL SUPPLY: 10,000,000 

DECIMAL: 9 

CONTRACT ADDRESS: 0x4BFdeaFf6A9fc372f8dE231ED1Ce73AfC2a0229B 



TOKEN ALLOCATION 

 50% RESERVE (Freeze)  20% IDO/IEO  10% BURNING (IN PARTS)  10% TEAM & FOUNDERS  5% DEVELOPMENT   4% MARKETING & COLLABORATION   1% CHARITY  

ROADMAP 

 PHASE 1  MARKETING PUSH AWARENESS  IDO / IEO  DMW LISTING ON DEX 

 PHASE 2 

 EXCHANGE LISTING  MOBILE APP LAUNCH 

 PHASE 3 

 THIRD PARTY AUDIT  MINTING/STAKING LAUNCH  DMW GAMING LAUNCH 

 PHASE 4 

 TOKEN BURN  DMW SWAP LAUNCH  

 PHASE 5  

 TOKEN BURN  NFT MARKET PLACE   EXCHANGE LISTINGS 

 PHASE 6 

 DMW CLOUD LAUNCH   (MANY MORE) 


